AGNI  PURANAM.
to be performed both in the right and the left side of the
image, and in the head with the mantras, and also by
exhibiting the mudra known *as the Sanhar mudra (9).
In the case where the worship would be undertaken for the
fulfilment of any definite object, the votary should meditate
upon his own sou!, situate at the lotus of the twelve petals
in the heart or the nerve ganglia called tha Solar Plexus in
man, by holding his hand at his breast, folded in that parti-
cular attitude known as the tortoise or the Kucchapika; or
in the alternative he should purify the five material princi-
ples of his body, by contemplating an aperture or passage
all through the body from the toes upwards open
at both ends and by leading the stream of bis consci-
ousness up through the opening as laid down below
(10—n)* The worshipper should contemplate in sup-
pressed respiration the energy of consciousness which
pervades the region of his heart, in the firy mental image of
the letter Hnu which should be located in the inside of the
passage or the apperture which runs through the system be*
low the spinal chord, and opens at its upper extremity
into the Brahmarandha or the aperture the brain (12).
The breath should then be let out according to the rules
trf the Rachafca or the letting out of the breath wind in
practising the Pranayama.
Then the contemplator should carry the firy image of 'the
term Hnu with the effulgent image of the term Put appen-
ded thereto with the string or the column of his conscious-
ness perse, rising upward from the lower part of his organ-
ism! and rending through the nerve ganglia respectively
situate at tie neart, the palate, the intervening space be-
tween the two eye brows, and the Bramharandra or the
•cavity irf tbe sod! in the brain, «pto the middle point in the
itxsf of tbe latter cavity, and should there locate the image
irf tbe above letters wbkh should be deemed as self
together with tbe life located in and con-

